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Executive Summary

AS PRESIDENT, DONALD TRUMP claimed that Article II of the U.S. Constitution provided him with “the right to do whatever I want.” This view of unfettered presidential powers extended to the pardon power, which Trump similarly claimed was unconstrained. “[T]he U.S. President has the complete power to pardon,” Trump asserted during his first year in office. Later, he would claim that this included an “absolute right” to pardon himself.

Trump is not alone in his view of a president’s unlimited power to pardon. Various commentators have echoed the former president’s claims. This paper reviews what are, to the contrary, an array of limitations. Various types of pardons violate core constitutional provisions and principles, including those used to:

- Place the president above the law;
- Undermine other parts of the Constitution, including constitutional rights;
- Violate criminal law; or
- License lawbreaking on the president’s behalf.

Each branch of government has constitutional tools at its disposal to prevent and respond to the pardon power’s abuse. This paper reviews certain options.

The president is not a king, and all powers vested with the office of the presidency are subject to the Constitution’s system of checks and balances. The pardon power is no exception. This paper is intended to be a resource for understanding the specific limitations the Constitution places on the pardon power as well as certain constitutional tools available to fortify them.
When Pardons Breach Constitutional Limits

The president is not a king, and all powers vested with the president are subject to a variety of constitutional limitations. The pardon power is no exception.

Presidential pardons violate core constitutional provisions and principles when they are used to:

PLACE THE PRESIDENT ABOVE THE LAW
including self-pardons and self-protective pardons.

UNDERMINE OTHER PARTS OF THE CONSTITUTION
including pardons that subvert an individual’s constitutional rights.

VIOLATE CRIMINAL LAW
including pardons or promises of pardons that function as a bribe or to obstruct justice.

LICENSE FUTURE LAWBREAKING ON THE PRESIDENT’S BEHALF
including pardons or promises of pardons that sanction insurrection or rebellion against the United States enabled by the president.
Introduction

Presidents enjoy an expansive constitutional power to grant clemency for federal crimes. Article II (Section 2, Clause 1) provides that the president “shall have the Power to grant Reprieves and Pardons for Offenses against the United States, except in Cases of Impeachment.”

In 2017, former President Donald Trump claimed that this power was “complete.” The claim echoed similar assertions made by prior administrations. In 1919, dismissing a congressional request for pardon papers, President Woodrow Wilson’s Attorney General claimed that the “President, in his action on pardon cases, is not subject to the control or supervision of anyone, nor is he accountable in any way to any branch of the government for his action.” President Dwight Eisenhower’s pardon attorney reaffirmed the position: “In the exercise of the pardoning power, the President is amenable only to the dictates of his own conscience.”

Yet each branch of the federal government in fact can — and does — check the president’s pardon power. Federal courts may adjudicate disputes over the constitutionality of a pardon, as they have since the early 19th century. In Burdick v. United States, for instance, the Supreme Court held that a president may not pardon someone against his will. Congress may also investigate, impeach, and remove a president from office for abuse of the pardon power. In its articles of impeachment against President Richard Nixon, the U.S. House cited his efforts to obstruct justice by dangling pardons to potential Watergate witnesses. The executive branch itself may investigate criminal abuses surrounding the exercise of the power. In 2001, federal prosecutors empaneled a grand jury after a pardon by President Clinton that appeared to be a quid pro quo with a donor in potential violation of federal bribery law.

Each branch performs these checks because the power to pardon is not, in fact, absolute under our Constitution. Several constitutional limitations curtail a president’s authority to grant pardons. This paper reviews abuses of the pardon power — when the exercise of the power breaches constitutional limitations — and the roles each branch of government can and should play to exercise constitutional checks. In its review of abuses, it explains how various categories of pardons would violate certain constitutional provisions and principles, posing threats to the rule of law. In particular, it explains why, consistent with our constitutional framework, presidents cannot:

- Pardon themselves;
- Grant self-protective pardons, or those that would have the intent and effect of impeding an investigation into themselves or their interests, amounting to a self-pardon;
- Use pardons to subvert individual liberties protected by the Bill of Rights;
- Use pardons to prevent courts from enforcing orders to protect those rights;
- Grant or propose to grant pardons (e.g., “dangled pardons”) that violate generally applicable criminal laws, such as those that would obstruct justice or constitute bribery; and

- Grant pardons that run afoul of their constitutional duty to “take care that the laws be faithfully executed,” such as those that license lawbreaking on their behalf.

In certain circumstances, the constitutional limits of the pardon power have been tested and litigated, and courts have articulated clear guidance. For instance, it is settled law that presidents may not grant a pardon for a crime that has not yet been committed. In others, potential uses of the power — for instance, to attempt to grant a pardon to oneself, or to grant pardons that evidently sanction and encourage lawbreaking on a president’s behalf — are untried. But just because a certain exercise of the pardon power is untested, or that its exercise has not yet been reviewed by a court, does not imply it is permissible under our Constitution. As presidents increasingly push the power into untested terrain, each branch of government must be especially watchful and willing to check abuses. Not just judges, but also members of Congress and executive branch attorneys, take oaths to uphold the Constitution and have obligations to do so. Those obligations apply to checking abuses of the pardon power that run afoul of the Constitution.

According to one legal scholar, since the Watergate era, “Presidents have been more willing to use clemency not merely as an ‘act of grace,’ or ‘for the public welfare,’ as the framers intended, but also as a political weapon to close investigations of their allies or to reward political contributors.” As with many abuses of executive power, however, Trump supercharged the self-dealing use of the pardon power. As a Washington Post investigation of all clemency acts during his tenure concluded: “Never before had a president used his constitutional clemency powers to free or forgive so many people who could be useful to his future political efforts.” This included a record number of pardons for white-collar criminals who would go on to provide political and financial support to the former president.

Today, the former president is now a criminal defendant in multiple state and federal jurisdictions. He faces 44 charges in two federal criminal cases and another 47 charges between two other state criminal cases. Various close associates are also now under state and federal indictment. As a result, the potential for novel abuses of the pardon power remains a live and urgent issue that merits further scrutiny.

As with many abuses of executive power, Trump supercharged the self-dealing use of the pardon power.
At various times throughout his presidency, relying on the logic of a supposed unconstrained pardon power, Trump considered a self-pardon to broadly insulate himself from potential future prosecutions, and also considered a range of preemptive pardons for family members and close associates. As Trump broadcasts his intentions regarding how he would again use the pardon power — a power that Alexander Hamilton observed should “inspire scrupulousness and caution” — this paper offers a framework for assessing whether those uses comport with the president’s obligation to faithfully uphold the Constitution and the laws of the United States.

Executive clemency powers are not unfettered. The Pardon Clause is no different from others in the Constitution that assign particular powers to a branch of the federal government, all of which must accommodate one another. As the Supreme Court has held, the Constitution grants the president the “power to commute sentences on conditions which do not in themselves offend the Constitution.” The pardon power, like all others, must be understood within the structure of the Constitution as a whole. Each branch of government in turn has a critical constitutional role to play in checking its abuses.
To determine whether a president abuses the pardon power requires assessing whether a pardon violates constitutional provisions or principles and thus upsets the constitutional order.

civil unrest: “In seasons of insurrection or rebellion, there are often critical moments, when a well timed offer of pardon to the insurgents or rebels may restore the tranquility of the commonwealth.”23 The Framers intended that the power to pardon would play both a virtuous and a prudent role in the constitutional system.

Over time, federal courts have emphasized not just the purpose of pardons, but also that they are used in the constitutional system. That is, while they may serve a merciful purpose, they are not a “private act of grace,” according to the Supreme Court.24 Instead, they are “part of the Constitutional scheme,” and as such, a tool to further “the public welfare.”25 Chief Justice and former President Howard Taft reflected that “[t]he only rule he [a president] can follow is that he shall not exercise it against the
representation of all the People, must always exercise it in the public interest.’”

Certainly, as with the exercise of any executive power, the public has sometimes disagreed with the judgment of presidents, and whether particular pardons in fact best serve the public interest. Since George Washington granted the country’s first-ever pardons in an effort to quell the violent Whiskey Rebellion, the exercise of the power has invited controversy. President Andrew Johnson sparked a national outcry by granting thousands of pardons to Confederate officials, as did President Gerald Ford when he pardoned President Nixon. But controversial pardons are not necessarily illegitimate ones. To determine whether a president abuses the pardon power requires assessing whether a pardon violates constitutional provisions or principles and thus upsets the constitutional order.

The pardon power may be abused in at least four distinct ways: by placing the president above the law; by violating individual liberties protected by the Bill of Rights and preventing courts from enforcing orders to protect those rights; by violating generally applicable federal criminal statutes, including by using pardons to obstruct justice or as a bribe; and by licensing lawbreaking on the president’s behalf.

1. Pardons that place the president above the law

Two kinds of pardons would function to place a president above the law: a self-pardon and a self-protective pardon (that is, a pardon that has the intent and effect of impeding an investigation into a president or his interests and that would thus amount to a self-pardon). Both violate several constitutional provisions and principles.

The pardon power must be understood within the context of the other Article II powers and responsibilities of the president. Two provisions — the Take Care Clause and the Oath Clause — require, respectively, that the president “take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed” and that he swear to “faithfully execute the office of President.” Appearing twice, the term “faithful execution” at the time of the Constitution’s writing specifically meant exercising power in the public interest and served as a rebuke to “self-dealing, self-protection, or other bad faith, personal reasons.” The twin clauses articulating a president’s solemn obligation to faithfully execute the nation’s laws bind the president to exercise fiduciary duties of loyalty and care to the common good.

Aligned with these constitutional commands, the pardon power is intended to serve a public interest function. As the Supreme Court explained in Biddle v. Perovich, a pardon “is the determination of the ultimate authority that the public welfare will be better served by inflicting less than what the judgment fixed.” Self-pardons (and similarly, self-protective pardons) would constitute an explicit form of self-dealing, contradicting the power’s public interest purpose as articulated by the Court. They would also, therefore, run afoul of the president’s broader Article II responsibilities by allowing the president to wield the powers of his office in service of himself, not the public interest.

The executive branch has also issued its own perspective on the constitutionality of a self-pardon. Days before President Nixon’s resignation, after Nixon had potentially violated various federal laws related to efforts to ensure he won re-election, the Department of Justice produced a legal opinion that concluded: “Under the fundamental rule that no one may be a judge in his own case, the President cannot pardon himself.” The conclusion relied on a well-settled constitutional principle found in various contexts in U.S. law that “[n]o man is allowed to be a judge in his own case, because his interest would certainly
bias his judgment,” as articulated by James Madison. The Supreme Court, from among its earliest cases to the modern era, has invoked the principle in order to prevent gross conflicts of interests among public officials. Self-pardons would turn a president into a judge and jury in his own case, where his obvious personal interests would bias his judgment. No self-pardon has been attempted so no federal court has entertained a challenge to one; but courts have been “unanimous” when such self-judging conflicts come before them, including in cases involving officials from all three branches of government (e.g., judges, lawmakers, and prosecutors).

Finally, self- and self-protective pardons would violate the central principle in our constitutional system that ours is “a government of laws, not of men” and that as such, no president is “above the law.” “No man in this country is so high that he is above the law,” the Supreme Court held in United States v. Lee. “All the officers of the government, from the highest to the lowest, are creatures of the law and are bound to obey it.” In Trump v. Vance, the Court reiterated that the president is not a king, but rather “of the people’ and subject to the law.” Indeed, the Framers, when galvanizing support for the newly drafted Constitution, were explicit that the nation’s presidents, unlike British kings, would be “liable to prosecution and punishment in the ordinary course of the law,” just like any other citizen who had committed crimes. Self- and self-protective pardons, which function to place the president beyond the reach of the federal criminal justice system, are plainly incongruous with the Framers’ vision of an American presidency subject to the rule of law.

2. Pardons that infringe on constitutional rights or prevent courts from enforcing orders protecting those rights

Another type of abuse arises when a president grants a pardon that violates an individual’s constitutional rights or subverts the judiciary’s constitutional power to enforce orders protecting those rights. While enumerated powers across the three branches of the federal government, as well as protections enshrined in the Bill of Rights, may come into conflict with one another, they must also accommodate one another. No one power can run roughshod over other parts of the Constitution. The pardon power is no exception.

First, no power vested with any branch of the federal government can be legitimately wielded to violate constitutionally protected rights. Consider how the Commerce Clause allows Congress
to regulate interstate commerce. If, however, Congress were to exercise that power in a way that prohibited mailing certain newspapers across state lines, it would violate the First Amendment. The Commerce Clause does not itself explicitly limit Congress’s authority to pass such a law; other parts of the Constitution — in this case, the First Amendment — do so instead. Constitutional rights are likewise vulnerable to abuse by the pardon power. For example, were a president to grant pardons for a particular offense to all white people guilty of that offense but not to people of color, that would flagrantly violate the requirement of equal protection of the laws. As Justice John Paul Stevens once observed, “no one would contend that a Governor could ignore the commands of the Equal Protection Clause and use race, religion, or political affiliation as a standard for granting or denying clemency.”

The requirement that the pardon power accommodate the individual rights protected by the Constitution is not merely a hypothetical one. In Burdick v. United States, the Supreme Court explained that a pardon cannot be used to abrogate a witness’s Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination. Newspaper editor George Burdick had invoked that right when refusing to testify to a federal grand jury investigating customs fraud. To compel Burdick’s testimony, President Wilson attempted to pardon him, eliminating his risk of criminal exposure and thus nullifying his ability to invoke his right to remain silent. However, Burdick did not accept the pardon and the Court held that the Fifth Amendment constrained the effects of the pardon power. “It is to be borne in mind,” the Court wrote, “that the power of the President under the Constitution to grant pardons and the [Fifth Amendment] right of a witness must be kept in accommodation. Both have sanction in the Constitution, and it should therefore be the anxiety of the law to preserve both — to leave to each its proper place.”

Second, the pardon power must also accommodate the authorities assigned by the Constitution to the other branches of government. The use of any power vested with one branch of the federal government, including the pardon power, to neuter powers granted to the other branches, gives rise to a constitutional conflict between branches. Justice Robert Jackson’s famous concurrence in Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer sets out a framework for assessing the permissibility of exercises of presidential power vis-à-vis the powers of Congress. Under that framework, if the president “takes measures incompatible with the expressed or implied will of Congress,” the president’s authority is at a “nadir.” The same concept applies if a president seeks to use a power in a manner incompatible with the will of the third branch: the judiciary.

Consider one power that the courts rely on to perform their constitutional function: the contempt power, or the ability to hold a person in contempt of court in order to enforce the court’s orders. The Supreme Court has held that the judiciary’s role in our constitutional system hinges on the ability of courts to prosecute contempt independently — that is, without relying on the whims of the executive branch. “The ability to punish disobedience to judicial orders,” the Court reasoned, “is regarded as essential to ensuring that the Judiciary has a means to vindicate its own authority without complete dependence on other Branches.” Otherwise, “the courts [are] impotent, and what the Constitution now fittingly calls ‘the judicial power of the United States’ would be a mere mockery.” A president who seeks to grant a pardon for contempt of court, overriding a court’s ability to enforce its orders, would make “a mere mockery” of the courts’ constitutional powers. Because the pardon power cannot be used to vitiate constitutionally protected rights, a pardon cannot purport to prevent a court from enforcing its orders safeguarding those rights.
3. Pardons that function as a bribe or to obstruct justice

Pursuant to its legislative authority, Congress has enacted certain federal criminal laws, including 18 U.S. Code § 201 forbidding bribery of public officials and witnesses, 18 U.S. Code § 1510 prohibiting obstruction of criminal investigations, and 18 U.S. Code § 1512 disallowing tampering with witnesses, victims, or informants. Granting or proposing to grant a pardon in order to impede an investigation or as part of a bribery scheme would violate these federal laws and so be impermissible.

First, a pardon in exchange for something of value would violate the criminal prohibition on bribery. To protect the integrity of and trust in public servants, federal law prohibits public servants from exchanging official acts for anything of value for themselves or their family members. The president is a public servant and a pardon constitutes a clear official act. When President Clinton pardoned Marc Rich in 2001 in what some believed could be a quid pro quo for donations, federal prosecutors empaneled a grand jury to investigate. Congress also conducted extensive oversight investigations of its own and prepared public reports on its findings. If the Rich pardon had been found to be part of a quid pro quo, wherein the provision of a thing of value materially influenced President Clinton’s decision to grant the pardon, then the pardon would have violated the bribery statute.

Second, any pardon that is granted, or any pardon that is offered or promised to be granted (i.e., “dangled pardons”), with the intent and effect of impeding an investigation in which the president or a close relative or employee or associate is a target or subject would constitute an obstruction of justice. To guarantee a fair and independent criminal process, obstruction laws prohibit corruptly motivated actions to hinder a criminal investigation “by means of bribery” or by “corruptly persuad[ing] a witness or potential witness to withhold information about the commission of a federal offense.” Promising a pardon to prevent a witness from cooperating with an investigation would thus constitute obstruction. This would be unlawful in the same way that it would be unlawful for the president to lie to a grand jury or assault a witness.

President Nixon dangled pardons to witnesses in order to prevent their cooperation during the Justice Department’s investigation into the Watergate break-in — an action that the U.S.

The president cannot exempt himself from criminal laws. And in the event that the president violates the law, he is not immune from liability by virtue of having used an official act to commit the violation.
House cited in its articles of impeachment. More recently, President Trump’s counsel discussed the possibility of pardons with Michael Flynn’s and Paul Manafort’s counsel, and Trump himself may have led Michael Cohen to expect a pardon. (Indeed, after Manafort’s counsel was told by Trump’s to “sit tight” and that he would be “taken care of,” Manafort refused to cooperate with a grand jury and investigators.) The mere discussion of potential pardons with known witnesses could amount to obstruction of justice if intended to impede criminal investigations.

The president cannot exempt himself from criminal laws. And in the event that the president violates the law, he is not immune from liability by virtue of having used an official act to commit the violation. While there is debate about whether a president can be indicted while in office, there is no doubt (notwithstanding Trump’s audacious claims to absolute immunity) that he can be subject to prosecution upon leaving, as the executive branch itself has clarified and federal courts have affirmed. Violating criminal law through the corrupt use of the pardon power would constitute an abuse of that power subject to criminal accountability.

As the Supreme Court reiterated in Trump v. Vance, unlike the British monarchs, “[t]he President, by contrast, is ‘of the people’ and subject to the law.” There is no exception for federal criminal laws. Should the president be permitted to use one lawful power, such as the pardon power, to violate other laws with impunity, it would render him a king.

4. Pardons that license lawbreaking on the president’s behalf

Granting pardons in order to in effect give license to lawbreaking would also breach the president’s duty to faithfully execute the law — particularly when the president’s own interests are implicated. Trump has proposed pardoning those convicted for actions related to the January 6th insurrection for which he is now a criminal defendant. According to evidence presented by the Justice Department in its prosecution of the former president, Trump has “financially supported and celebrated these offenders — many of whom assaulted law enforcement on January 6,” embracing “particularly violent and notorious rioters... [many of] whom he now calls ‘patriots.’” Indeed, the act of promising pardons to these offenders is, according to prosecutors, a method of “publicly signaling that the law does not apply to those who act at his urging regardless of the legality of their actions.”

This use of the pardon power to sanction future lawbreaking, particularly when the president’s interests are involved, runs afoul of the president’s Article II responsibilities to faithfully execute the law. The twin commands of faithful execution — the Oath Clause and the Take Care Clause — impose upon the president a duty to “preserve, protect and defend the Constitution of the United States,” and to ensure that the nation’s “Laws be faithfully executed.” The Faithful Execution Clauses restrain the president’s discretion in the use of the office’s powers: all powers, including the pardon power, must be used to serve the public interest. Commands of faithful execution date back to 13th century English law and were carried through to the American colonies, from which the Framers derived them. The throughline of meaning, according to legal scholars, is an affirmative duty to carry out the responsibilities of public office “in the best interest of the public” and, critically, to reject “self-dealing.”

The proposed pardons for crimes related to the January 6th insurrection would both sanction an attempt to violently overthrow the U.S. government, violating the president’s duty to defend the Constitution, and serve the president’s personal interests given his own status as a criminal defendant for his role in the insurrection.
Certainly, controversy surrounding pardons is not novel, including pardons related to domestic armed activity. Presidents George Washington, James Buchanan, Abraham Lincoln, and Andrew Johnson, for instance, all ignited public backlash for pardoning those who took up arms against the United States, or gave comfort or aid to those who did (during the Whiskey Rebellion, Utah War, and Civil War, respectively). Yet in each instance, the pardons comported with a legitimate purpose of the power — in these cases, the Framers’ intention that the power be used to mollify civil unrest. During the Whiskey Rebellion, Washington promised pardons to rebels who in turn promised to lay down their arms, just as Hamilton intended of “a well timed offer of pardon to... restore the tranquility.” During the Civil War, Lincoln made similar use of the power, offering pardons to those who would “resume their allegiance to the United States,” and conditioning the pardons on recipients taking an oath.

The proposed pardons for January 6th are dissimilar in at least two key respects. In each prior case, presidents sought to prevent attempts to overthrow the U.S. government by granting pardons, not to give those violent uprisings their blessing. Trump’s proposed pardons would not be for the purposes of restoring tranquility and resuming allegiance to the United States; according to him, those convicted of crimes related to the January 6th insurrection acted “patriotically” and are being held as “hostages.” Instead, they would pervert the Framers’ intended purpose of the power — not to mollify insurrectionary activity, but to give it license. And in no prior case was the president himself a co-conspirator in the insurrection and the target of ongoing state and federal investigations and prosecutions. Such pardons would thus fail as a measure to defend the Constitution against domestic enemies, and would serve to further the president’s personal interests as a criminal defendant.

Use of the pardon power to sanction future lawbreaking, particularly when the president’s interests are involved, runs afoul of the president’s Article II responsibilities to faithfully execute the law.
Preventing and Responding to Abuse

**AS WITH ANY ABUSES** of executive power, each branch of government must protect the Constitution against abusive exercises of the pardon power, including to deter abuses and to hold the president accountable in cases of abuse. The following outlines how each branch can and should do so.

**Congress**

First, Congress should employ its extensive oversight tools to investigate potentially unlawful pardons or promises of pardons. Congressional committees may request or subpoena documents and witness testimony to determine the context and intent behind the granting of particular pardons or pardon offers, and can publish reports to ensure transparency and allow for public scrutiny. Congress should also pass legislation that aids specifically in its oversight of pardon abuse, codifying information disclosure requirements that ensure lawmakers have access to materials relevant to their oversight activities.

For instance, through statute, Congress could require that the Department of Justice and White House Counsel submit to it all investigative materials related to an offense for which the president grants or offers to grant a self- or self-protective pardon, as well as records of conversations and materials associated with its consideration. The Protecting Our Democracy Act, passed by the U.S. House during the 117th Congress and reintroduced in the 118th Congress, provides one model, requiring that all materials in relation to a “self-serving” pardon (although not a pardon offer) be disclosed to Congress. While statutory reporting requirements will assist in investigations, or even potential litigation, they can also serve as a deterrent to abuse. The expectation of sunlight — that others will continue investigating the underlying conduct and the potential improper pardon — may dissuade corrupt behavior. Even if a president were not deterred, such requirements may nonetheless deter others who help to implement an unlawful pardon, including Department of Justice or White House officials.

Second, Congress should reiterate that federal bribery and obstruction of justice laws apply to granted or offered pardons to remove any possible argument to the contrary. Congress should clarify that pardons cannot be made in exchange for some benefit or to impact or influence participation in an investigation, and that courts should not view such pardons as valid and enforceable. To correct for any uncertainty that may arise as to whether these laws apply to the president, Congress could preemptively revise relevant federal bribery and obstruction of justice statutes to remove all doubt. (The Protecting Our Democracy Act clarifies that the federal bribery statute applies to the president and vice president and that pardons and offers of pardons can constitute bribes.)

Third, Congress should delimit the constitutional boundaries of the pardon power through a Sense of Congress resolution. While non-binding, the resolution would clarify the legislature’s
understanding of appropriate limits of the president’s power in order to uphold the Constitution. Such a resolution could consider various limitations as outlined in this paper. However, pardons that place a president above the law present a direct threat to Congress as a co-equal branch of government by upending our system of checks and balances. As such, Congress should at minimum clarify that pardons that place the president above the law through a self-pardon, or through a self-protective pardon that amounts to a self-pardon, would pose a threat to the constitutional order.

Ultimately, if Congress identifies abuses of the pardon power, it may use its impeachment authorities to protect the Constitution. There is no doubt that misuse of the pardon power — like other abuses of presidential powers — can be a proper basis for impeachment. Each of these recommendations are well within Congress’s constitutional powers. If the president uses the pardon power to violate the law or subvert the Constitution, Congress can and should use its lawful authorities to deter and respond. Congress, of course, has the power to pass federal criminal laws (such as anti-bribery statutes), and through the Necessary and Proper Clause, to ensure that those laws are properly implemented. Congress also has broad powers to “inquire into and publicize corruption, maladministration or inefficiency in agencies of the Government.” Thus, Congress undoubtedly has the power to require reporting so that it can bring those constitutional violations to light and, where appropriate, act on its constitutional prerogative to pass legislation preventing such constitutional violations in the future.

The Judiciary

Federal courts must also play a role as a constitutional check on abuses of the pardon power. As the branch of government entrusted to consider all cases arising under the Constitution and to safeguard individual rights, federal courts in appropriate cases have the power to adjudicate whether certain pardons are valid and to void those that are not. The Pardon Clause details certain limits explicitly, including that presidents may only pardon “Offenses against the United States,” or federal crimes (i.e., state crimes and civil liability are not pardonable), and that presidents may not use the power in “Cases of Impeachment.” But for over two centuries, federal courts have also articulated other limitations — particularly when uses of the power would “offend the Constitution.” That is, beyond the Pardon Clause’s explicit limitations,

“ The expectation of sunlight — that others will continue investigating the underlying conduct and the potential improper pardon — may dissuade corrupt behavior.
courts have held that uses of the pardon power that undermine other parts of the Constitution may also be impermissible. For instance, federal courts have ruled that a pardon cannot violate certain constitutional powers vested in Congress, and cannot require that individuals forfeit certain constitutional rights in order to receive a pardon.

Courts opining on the validity of pardons may invalidate unconstitutional pardons, provide remedies to victims whose rights have been infringed upon, and develop case law to guide the president and potential pardon applicants.

The Executive

Officials within the executive branch also have a critical role to play should a president use the pardon power to violate generally applicable federal criminal laws.

Across administrations, the Department of Justice has opened investigations into presidential misconduct. And while it remains subject to debate as to whether a sitting president may be indicted, both the executive branch and federal courts have made clear that presidents are subject to prosecution upon leaving. Investigations by the Department of Justice have included examining whether presidents have used official acts to potentially commit crimes, including use of the pardon power. In 2001, the U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of New York opened a criminal investigation into former President Clinton, assisted by the FBI, examining whether his pardon of financier Marc Rich was given in exchange for money. Rich received a pardon after his ex-spouse donated to both the Clinton Presidential Library and the Democratic Party. Had the investigation found that Clinton granted a pardon in exchange for something of value, the former president could have been indicted for violating federal bribery law.

Presidents are not exempted from federal criminal laws; and official acts, including the granting of pardons, can be used to violate those laws. As the chief agency within the branch of government entrusted with enforcing the law, it is incumbent upon the Department of Justice to investigate abuses of the pardon power that may include potential criminal misconduct.

Finally, various executive branch attorneys, including those in the Office of the Pardon Attorney in the Department of Justice and in the Office of White House Counsel, participate in the process of advising the president on matters related to pardons and ensuring the execution of pardons. As with presidents themselves, those attorneys swear an oath of office to “support and defend the Constitution of the United States.” Abiding by those oaths requires affirmatively acting in service of the Constitution, and not in service of a president who, through abuse of the pardon power, would subvert it.
Putting Pardons in Check

Each branch of government has constitutional tools at its disposal to prevent and respond to the pardon power’s abuse.

**Congress**
- Investigate potential abuses of the pardon power and mandate reporting requirements to assist its oversight functions
- Amend federal bribery and obstruction of justice laws to clarify that they apply to the president and to granted or offered pardons
- Impeach and remove from office a president who abuses the pardon power

**The Judiciary**
- Adjudicate whether certain pardons are valid and void those that are not
- Provide remedies to victims whose rights have been infringed upon by unconstitutional pardons
- Develop case law to guide the president and potential pardon applicants

**The Executive**
- Through the Department of Justice, investigate potentially unlawful uses of the pardon power
-Prosecute criminal uses of the pardon power, as when pardons are used to obstruct justice or as part of a bribery scheme
- Among attorneys who advise and assist with pardons, faithfully uphold one’s oath of office to support and defend the Constitution
Conclusion

THE PARDON POWER IS not unlimited. It cannot be used to place the president above the law; to subvert other parts of the Constitution, including constitutional rights; to violate criminal law with impunity; or to license future lawbreaking on the president’s behalf. Like any executive power, it is constrained by the rest of the Constitution, including the duties imposed upon the president to act in the public interest.

However, constraints remain theoretical unless and until those vested with the authorities to effectuate them do so. Congress, the judiciary, and the executive branch itself each have access to critical constitutional tools to appropriately constrain the pardon power in order to prevent its abuse. The specter of any president who intends to abuse the power, or who attempts to do so, must prompt swift responses within our system of checks and balances.

The prospect of pardon abuse and others’ authorities to prevent it are neither new nor unique to the U.S. The legislature’s prerogative to circumscribe the executive’s pardon power finds its roots in 13th century England. Kings were vested with a plenary power to grant pardons, which Parliament delimited over time. For instance, the Statute of Northampton in 1328 “laid down a general restraint calling for the king not to grant a pardon except where it was consistent with his oath.” The 1689 Bill of Rights suspended the Crown’s authority to use its powers, including the power to pardon, in ways that disregarded laws passed by Parliament.

The Framers imported this executive power for both noble and prudent reasons. They also constructed a constitutional system designed to prevent its abuse through both express and structural limitations. The Constitution’s guarantees of individual rights, a faithful executive, and checks through judicial and congressional powers provide for meaningful and necessary constraints together with the tools to enforce them.
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